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Abstract

Main Consistency Results

Class imbalance situations, where one class is rare compared to the other,
arise frequently in machine learning applications. It is well known that the
usual misclassification error is ill-suited for measuring performance in such
settings. A wide range of performance measures have been proposed for
this problem. However, little is understood about the statistical consistency
of the algorithms proposed with respect to the performance measures of
interest. In this paper, we study consistency with respect to one such
performance measure, namely the arithmetic mean of the true positive and
true negative rates (AM), and establish that some practically popular
approaches, such as applying an empirically determined threshold to a
suitable class probability estimate or performing an empirically balanced
form of risk minimization, are in fact consistent with respect to the AM
(under mild conditions on the underlying distribution). Experimental results
confirm our consistency theorems.

Class Imbalance
One class rare compared to the other!
Applications
• Fraud Detection
• Medical Diagnosis
• Click modeling
• Text Retrieval
• Credit Risk Minimization • …..

Problem Setup
Training set:

Key Ingredients in Proofs
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Goal: Learn a binary classifier
Imbalanced classes:

departs significantly from 0.5.

Performance Measures

• Balanced losses (Kotlowski et al, 2011):
• Decomposition lemma:

• Surrogate regret bounds for cost-sensitive classification (Scott, 2012)
• Proper and strongly proper losses (Reid and Williamson, 2009, 2010;
Agarwal, 2013)
• Surrogate regret bounds for standard binary classification (Zhang,
2004; Bartlett et al, 2006)

Experiments
Standard ERM

Synthetic data:

Two Popular Algorithms
Estimator for

Real data:

Algorithm 1: Plug-in with Empirical Threshold
Learn a class probability estimator via minimization of a strongly proper loss:

Plug-in classifier:

Empirical Threshold

Algorithm 2: Empirically Balanced ERM
Empirical Balancing Terms

Classifier:

p = 0.097

p = 0.023
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